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Birthday at Greys Court (May ’12):-  About 50 Pathfinders, including 5 of the original 8 who were part of that very first 

Pathfinder walk an incredible13 years ago, set off from Greys Court alongside their wonderful bluebell woods.  Here the bluebells 

formed a deep, deep purple carpet – a great start and definitely a Best of British scene!  The walk continued through fields and yet 

more bluebell woodland before heading along a Medieval Holloway which led us to Rotherfield Greys, described as holding the 

very essence of rural England.  Back at Greys Court we swarmed over the picnic tables to enjoy our picnics with a slice of birthday 

cake.  Afterwards we entered the grounds of Greys Court where, as usual, we enjoyed the marvellous walled garden areas.  This 

visit was even more special however, as we were treated to a guided tour by one of the properties volunteers.  Fabulous!  During 

the visit there was time to tour the house and, of course, visit the tea shop! 

 

Chiltern Villages (May ’12):-   Some of the villages tucked into the Chiltern landscape must surely qualify as Best of British!  

Laura led a happy group around three of these villages beginning from Fingest.  This amazing walk took us through glorious 

Chiltern beech woods, looking fabulous on this May day.  We passed through Skirmett with its fine Norman Church and then on to 

Turville.  The village looked sleepy and peaceful unlike our last visit when camera crews were out in force, Turville being a 

favourite location for the filming of many programmes such as Midsomer Murders, Miss Marple and The Vicar of Dibley.  After 

our recent visit to Dorchester Abbey for the John Piper exhibition it was great to enter the Church to see the lovely John Piper 

window which we had seen highlighted in the exhibition.  We made our way back to Fingest by walking close to the windmill on 

the hill, featured in Chitty Chitty Bang Bang!  We ended with lunch in a country pub of which Britain must surely have the best! 

 

Waltham St Lawrence (May ’12):-  Our walk began with a wander through Waltham St Lawrence which gave us chance to see 

the lovely cottages set in their pretty gardens awash with roses, honeysuckle and wisteria.  Our route dipped in and out of woodland 

and through meadows, all of which proved fabulous.  On reaching Shottersbrooke we were lucky to be able to gain access to the 

Church, said to be a scaled down version of Salisbury Cathedral.  It was certainly impressive!  From here we enjoyed a lovely walk 

through part of Shottersbrooke Park with its pond set within manicured grassland, courtesy of a flock of sheep.  We ended with the 

satisfaction of having explored many different Best of British features on this lovely walk.  

 

Birthday Trip to London:-  With Britain still buzzing from the recent Diamond Jubilee Celebrations where better to go during the 

Diamond Jubilee & London Olympic year than our capital city?  So, on the Thursday before the celebratory weekend we headed 

for London on our coach to disembark beside The Royal Albert Hall.  After coffee & biscuits we were treated to a tour of this 

wonderful  Best of British venue, host to a diverse mix of events ranging from musicals and ballet to motor shows and tennis 

tournaments.  Seated in a Private Box (worth £1.12 million!) we enjoyed the 

fabulous view down into the auditorium and up to the impressive domed 

roof.  However, on being instructed by our Guide to look to the left, we 

realised we were seated next to The Royal Box!  Here, that very evening, 

members of the Royal family would be seated to listen to the Royal 

Philharmonic Orchestra perform in The Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Gala!  Our 

tour continued into The Royal Retiring Room where the Royal family are 

served refreshments during performances. 

We climbed a flight of stairs engraved with A between each banister, just 

some of the 13,000 A’s which decorate the Hall in honour of Prince Albert.  

We reached The Gallery just below the domed roof and imagined this area 

full of revellers standing to enjoy rousing performances such as The Last Night of The Proms. 

  After our fascinating and enlightening tour there was just time to browse in the shop before it was time to begin our walk.  It 

would take us through four of London’s parks which form a ‘green lung’ through the city.  We crossed into Kensington Gardens to 

view the magnificent Albert Memorial which loomed above us at 176 feet high.  In Hyde Park we sat beside The Princess Diana 

Memorial Fountain to eat our picnics, tempted to dangle our feet in the cool water on this warm day.  We continued by walking 

beside the Serpentine, venue for the swimming leg of the 2012 Olympic Triathlon.  Next we were treated to a very British 

experience as our eyes and noses were overwhelmed by the beauty and scent of the Rose Garden as we walked through.  Fabulous! 

 

   Our next treat was to go up the Wellington Arch onto the balconies for panoramic views over London.  The Arch also contains 

three floors of interesting exhibits which we enjoyed.  Green Park came 

next, living up to its name with very few statues compared to the other 

parks, but with plenty of fine specimen trees.  However, there was a 

stunning floral tribute in honour of the Jubilee.  Down the Broad Walk we 

headed for Buckingham Palace where the excitement of the forthcoming 

weekend’s celebrations was tangible!  Seating was being erected before a 

stage set around the statue of Queen Victoria in readiness for Monday 

evening’s Jubilee Concert which some of us would be watching as it was 

projected onto the tower of St Mary’s Church.  Standing infront of the 

Palace gates before the famous balcony we really began to feel part of the 

celebrations!  The Mall, route of numerous Royal processions including 

the Queen’s Coronation, was gaily decorated with Union Jacks.  

However, it was impossible to imagine the scenes there in the days to 

come when a phenomenal amount of people would swarm down The 

Mall in orderly fashion to join in with the celebrations! 



 As we made our way to St James’s Park we were drawn towards the Wellington Barracks by the sound of a band.  Luckily we 

were able to witness the Guards practising their marching in time to the music they were playing.  What a bonus!  We walked 

beside the peaceful St James’s Lake, watched by one of the Park’s resident pelicans.  Our walk ended at Horse Guards Parade, site 

for the Olympic Beach Volleyball,  where we were just in time to watch the Changing of the Guards, a lovely finale to our walk. 

   There followed a period of free time with many choices in which to spend it.  Some headed for the Thames which in three days 

time would carry the amazing flotilla of 1,000 boats.  Some visited the Portrait Gallery to view the exhibition of photographs of 

The Queen.  Others chose to soak up the unique atmosphere in Covent Garden or in Trafalgar Square.  In the latter the countdown 

clock could be seen ticking away the time until the start of the 2012 London Olympic Games.   It was all very exciting! 

 Meeting back up again in The National Gallery we were served very British cream teas to end our wonderful Best of British trip. 

 

The Baldons (June’12):-   (thankyou Myfanwy for this report)  A select group of just 24 set off to explore three picturesque 

villages which stand along the ridge overlooking Oxford.  Beginning in Marsh Baldon we passed the Green, probably the oldest 

part of the village, and where villagers had rights to graze their animals etc with the inevitable disagreements!  Heading for Toot 

Baldon the flat landscape enabled us to enjoy some fine views.  However, walking past the 17
th
 century Manor House, what should 

have been a stunning view of the Oxford spires was blotted out by an electricity sub station and the Cowley car works!  Now we 

know where the ‘Toot’ comes from, meaning ‘Look out!’  We continued towards Nuneham Courtney passing a field full of deer.  

Nuneham Courtney was rebuilt in its present position in 1760 after Earl Harcourt’s decided to move the entire village in order to 

build a new house for himself, Nuneham Park.  The resulting rows of identical brick semis still neatly line the main road.  The 

villagers made little complaint for they now had new, dry houses!  After the noise of the A4074 we arrived back into the peace of 

Marsh Baldon, grateful for a dry walk after the atrocious weather of the  previous days.  

 
The Burghclere Triangle (June’12):-  Was this summer at last!?  We donned sunhats and rubbed in sun cream before setting out 

with the sun shining brightly from a deep blue sky!  We were grateful for the shady path which 

we entered at the beginning of the walk, but this was short-lived as we walked the boundary of  a 

field of golden oats.  Cottington Hill mast stood out on the horizon beside the green landscape of 

Watership Down.  Below, farmers gathered their precious crop onto trailers pulled by two 

tractors – a perfect Best of British country scene!  We came alongside Old Burghclere Church 

surrounded in yew trees.  Pausing to look back we could see Beacon Hill standing 261m high, 

and were reminded of the beacons that had been lit as part of the recent Queen’s Diamond 

Jubilee celebrations.  Gratefully we entered another shady tree- lined path where we were 

delighted to see pyramidal orchids flourishing along its edge.  We entered the grounds of 

Earlstone Manor, noting the warning to ‘Beware of the Geese’!  However, our pleasant route 

passed without incident.  The chosen place for our break was perfect - a lovely meadow with 

shade provided by a large tree and views ahead over Watership Down.  It would have been easy 

to stay longer in the warmth of this lovely day, but on this long walk we needed to get going 

again!  We were rewarded as we entered yet another glorious wildflower meadow dotted with 

orchids.  Fabulous!  In contrast the next meadow was closely shorn by a flock of sheep, but  

being edged with foxgloves it was just as pleasant.  We returned to the foot of Beacon Hill to picnic in the picnic area.  There was 

the option to climb up Beacon Hill to admire the glorious view from the top but after the long walk and the heat of the day we 

decided to keep this treat for another time. 

 

Clifton Hampden (June’12):-  We began by following a lane edged with bright red poppies to reach Long Wittenham.  Here the 

cottages stood draped in roses and the picturesque village scene was enhanced as the previously reluctant sun made an appearance.  

Our route took us between lovely wild meadows, one particularly catching our eye as it was filled with gaily bobbing ox-eye 

daisies.  The Wittenham Clumps dominated the skyline across the meadows and we looked forward to walking beneath them upon 

reaching Little Wittenham.  First, however, we had to make a detour 

into a field and through a barbed wire fence in order to avoid a frisky 

herd of cattle with their sweet calves in tow!  At Little Wittenham we 

crossed the manicured grounds of the Manor House to stand below the 

Clumps.  However, we turned our backs on this lovely scene to 

witness another glorious one as we crossed the River Thames via the 

‘Pooh Sticks Bridge’.  We walked beside the Thames to pause at Days 

Lock for our break.  A peaceful place to linger as various boats glided 

silently through.  However, just as we stood up to resume our walk a 

noise made us look to the skies.  How delighted we were to see the 

Red Arrows fly in formation above us!   An unexpected Best of British 

treat! We continued by crossing the lock and on along the riverside 

path with a good view across to Dorchester Abbey.  Our Thameside 

path continued for 3 miles with all the variety and interest the river 

brings.  Memorable sights were the field of lilac poppies, the views 

over glorious Oxfordshire countryside, and a flock of geese flying in 

formation – just like the Red Arrows!  We ended with lunch in the 

sunny garden of the thatched Barley Mow, described by Jerome K Jerome as a ‘once upon a timeified place’.  Infact the whole 

village could be described as such and afterwards some of us explored Clifton Hampden further – a true Best of British village with 

its wealth of thatched cottages and interesting Church. 


